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audio and video components for high-quality playback by ordering a factory vehicle wiring
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contain a variety of wires, connectors and terminals that relay power and information
throughout the vehicle. We are an authorized internet retailer of Metra Electronics , Access,
Audison, Cruz and other car audio companies that are known for their factory integration
products. Our inventory includes wiring harness products to fit every major vehicle on the road
today. Aftermarket car wire adapters provide the additional connection points and electric
power capabilities to run a variety of high-end receivers and amplifiers. Use the
OnlineCarStereo. We also sell direct OEM car wiring harness replacements if you simply need to
switch out a damaged harness. Adding these harnesses that are made to exact factory specs
will get your stereo, power windows and other electrical parts working like new again. Since ,
our team has been dedicated to great car audio products and accessories with a hassle-free
shopping experience. Everything we sell is backed by a day guarantee. Quickly connect a new
receiver or get your old one working at its best by adding the correct wiring. Home Factory
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system requires a good wiring harness to experience the highest-quality playback and sound.
Recently Viewed. Recommended For You. Metra preassembled wiring harnesses can make your
car stereo installation seamless, or at least a lot simpler. With precrimped ends and
prepopulated connectors, your wiring task will be highly simplified. These harness connectors
will mate with your components exactly like the OEM connectors. Installing a custom stereo into
a modern car can be a nightmare. Make your life easier by using a custom prewired harness
from Metra. With preassembled connectors that mate with OEM connectors on the vehicle or
your aftermarket electronics, making proper pinout is a breeze. Minimize hand crimps and
splicing, especially in the cramped spaces inside the instrument panel or under the dash.
Color-coded wires are easy to trace, making for fewer mistakes. The brand's extensive product
line includes dash kits, wiring harnesses, speaker harnesses, speaker adapters, antennas and
more designed to exceed the strictest customer expectations. With many years of experience
and manufacturing expertise, the company leads the way in its commitment to create stereo
installation accessories that offer excellent fit and unrivaled performance. Utilizing only
advanced technologies and the latest equipment, Metra ensures that the quality of everything it
makes is second to none. Home All Brands Metra. Availability Varies - Depends on Product
Options. Vehicle Specific. Add to Wish List. Authorized Dealer. Have a Question? Ask a
Specialist Low Prices. Price match guarantee. Guaranteed Fitment. Always the correct part.
In-House Experts. We know our products. Easy Returns. Product Details Features Warranty
Reviews Reviews Only authorized customers can leave a review on our website. We would love
to know what you like or dislike about the product. Share your opinion on product quality,
appearance, installation, and other characteristics. Write a Review. Worked perfect to connect
my Pioneer headunit. It did fit so I am happy with that, but the fact that before I ordered it, it
didn't have some type of warning saying that I'd have to run a wire from my fuse box to my

radio and there's not even enough wire for me to run it from my fuse box to my radio. The
product connected perfectly with my OEM plug and was super easy to install. Well fitting plug,
secured it with solder sleeves, to stereo kit. Make a version where you can crimp your own
wires and pins. Poorly explained how to connect considering you have two plugs from the
radio. Needed to get someone to explain. Went well, was expecting a plug to plug harness
adapter. Easy to install and works like a charm. Had to research to find where blue wires go. The
product was just right and was easy to install. I will definitely order from Metra in the future.
These were purchased for a '04 Expedition and the site said they fit. Not only do they not, but
there is no harness in this vehicle that resembles any of these. Not even close. With or without
NAV and with or without audiophile. Driving in a vehicle and listening to your favorite music can
make your road journey a fun and exhilarating experience. Your passengers can also get
entertained by watching their favorite film or show. This is why manufacturers try to Ensures
dependable connection Superior product quality. This top-grade product is expertly made in
compliance with stringent industry standards to offer a fusion of a well-balanced design and
high level of craftsmanship Made to deliver second to none quality and absolute reliability Built
from first-rate materials for one-of-a-kind quality and increased longevity. For aftermarket
stereo. Metra preassembled wiring harnesses can make your car stereo installation seamless,
or at least a lot simpler. With precrimped ends Mates the aftermarket stereo with car wiring
harness Allow seamless integration of custom stereo with vehicle. Metra preassembled wiring
harnesses can make your car stereo installation seamless, or at least a lot Up yourself and your
tunes over the factory installation with top-of-the-line audio products from Scosche. Built for
just about any kind of music junkies, Connects an aftermarket stereo to the factory radio
harnesses Direct Connection to the factory harness without cutting any wires. Axxess
preassembled wiring harnesses can make your car stereo Built for just about any Connects to
factory stereo harness when reinstalling the factory stereo Direct Connection without cutting
any wires. This top-grade product is expertly made in compliance with stringent industry
standards to offer a fusion of Manufactured from the finest materials with quality in mind
Expected to surpass the competitors. Xscorpion make a range of innovative audio accessories
aimed at the ultimate in flexibility for installers, and the best use of power available. This high
quality Can be used for audio, marine and any underhood wiring Patented design. Many
aftermarket radios now feature a two-wire resistive SWC connection. Connects to any PAC
branded 3. Nippon America offers the products that will surely hit the spot and answer the
purpose of those customers who opt for a perfect price-quality ratio Designed for dependable
operation Made of deluxe materials. The female end of the cable features a flush mountable
design. Easy way to connect aftermarket electronic accessories to power and CAN data-bus
without cutting or splicing vehicle wiring. OBD-2 is a simple way to connect aftermarket
electronic Add up to 4 additional cameras while retaining your factory reverse camera or This
top-grade product is expertly made in compliance with stringent industry standards to offer a
fusion of a well-balanced design and high level of craftsmanship. Manufactured from Developed
with modern technology and innovation Meticulously Tested for the ultimate in quality. This
harness plugs into the back of aftermarket stereos to permit you to integrate it into your vehicle.
Just splice the wires to your vehicle harness. Mates directly with the stereos Permits integration
with car harness. Bring your entertainment on-road, off-road and offshore. VOLT is an
adjustable voltage adapter that provides the ability to adjust the voltage output to ensure
optimal performance for certain automotive Audiopipe offers the products that will surely hit the
spot and answer the purpose of those customers who opt for a perfect price-quality ratio.
Regardless of the Constructed to ensure excellent durability Made of tough materials. This
product is made of high-quality materials to serve you for years to come. Designed using
state-of-the-art technology and with customers in mind. It will meet your needs and deliver great
High quality at an affordable price Expertly made from premium materials. Designed using
state-of-the-art technology and with customers in It will meet your It will meet your needs and It
will meet your needs and deliver With Charge Port. This iPhone 7 and up Lightning charge and
headphone adapter allows you to plug your existing headphones directly into your new iPhone
through the Lightning port Exceptional quality for the value Guaranteed to deliver long-lasting
service life. For factory stereo. This high-quality Metra wiring harness is just what you need to
replace your defective or aged factory wiring harness. Mates OEM stereo with car wiring
harness Secure connection to existing connectors avoids splicing. This product is made from
high-grade materials to meet the strictest standards of high quality Don't give up your Bluetooth
hands-free phone in order to upgrade your car stereo. Add an audio input to your Alpine AI-Net
radio. This top-grade product is expertly made in compliance with stringent industry standards
to offer a fusion of a well-balanced design and high level of Color: Black. Universal 3. This
product is made from high-grade materials to meet the strictest standards of high quality.

Designed with the utmost care and attention to detail, this Axxess's product Designed with the
utmost care and attention
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to detail, this harness by Axxess ensures superior reliability. Manufactured from premium
materials for immense quality Made to be tough-as-nails to survive punishing conditions. Add
remote control for your OEM stereo to a stalk mounted on either side of your steering column,
right to hand. Designed with the utmost care and attention to detail, this Axxess's product
ensures superior This top-grade product is expertly made in compliance with stringent industry
standards to offer a fusion of a well-balanced design and Made using cutting-edge technology
for ultimate quality Fully tested to provide ultimate reliability and stability. With precrimped
ends and prepopulated connectors, your Designed using state-of-the-art technology and with
customers in mind This top-grade product is expertly made in compliance with stringent
industry standards to offer a fusion of a well-balanced design and high level Stereo Dash Kits
Reviews. It was a great product and shipping was quick! Related Searches.

